Specifications for Audio Products
Audio Tracks
Format

WAV (44100 Hz, 16 bits)

Length

30 seconds minimum

Artwork
Format

.jpg

Resolution

300 dpi

Color

RGB

Size

3000x3000 px.

Aspect Ratio

1:1 (Square)

Artwork must be original. It cannot contain copyrighted content. Nudity is not allowed.
Name of the artist and of the product must appear on the cover.

OPTIONAL: Digital Booklet for iTunes
Format

.pdf

Pages

Four-page minimum

Font

All fonts embedded

Images

All images full bleed

Size

11 x 8.264 inch (28 cm x 21 cm) (10 MB
max)

Resolution

300 dpi

Orientation

Horizontal

These booklets are expressly designed for the iTunes Store format and cannot be
reproductions of the liner notes with borders to increase their size.
When saving as PDF, make sure the document opens full screen with no negative space
surrounding the document. Printer’s marks are not allowed.
You cannot sell or advertise other products or services. No other promotional sites are
allowed.
No links to anything outside of the booklet, except to the artist and/or label website(s).
No time-sensitive information (for example, a promotion or dates for an upcoming tour or
concert).

For any questions, contact us at info@fangtasiamusic.com

Metadata for Audio Products
✓ Artist name. Please write it exactly as you want it to appear.
✓ Name of the single, EP or Album
✓ Release date. The music industry has set a standardized day for new releases: Friday.
If you have another day in mind, it can be done without problem.
✓ Two music genres; the most similar ones to the style of the overall album or EP. In
case of releasing a compilation with various artists, then specify genres for each song.

For each track:
✓ Name.
✓ Indicate if it contains explicit lyrics
✓ Indicate language. If it is an instrumental track, write: “None”
✓ Name of the producer
✓ Name of the mixing and mastering engineer(s).
✓ In case of the track being a remix, indicate the name of the remixer artist or band doing
the remix.
✓ Real and complete name of the songwriter. (no abbreviations and no nicknames) *
✓ Real and complete name of the lyricist. (no abbreviations and no nicknames) *

*“Martin L. Gore” is incorrect. It should say “Martin Lee Gore.”

Additional Information:
✓ Please indicate which track is the priority track of your album or EP.
✓ If the product has already been on streaming platforms, indicate the original release
date and send the EAN / UPC code. Also, send ISRCs for each track. If this is a new
product, we can generate such codes for free.
✓ Name of the label under which the product will be released. This can be any name you
want, even if you are an independent artist.

For any questions, contact us at info@fangtasiamusic.com

